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Abstract
A new method of improving the load capacity of crossed helical

gear sets is introduced. The principle of the method is as follows:
(1) A line contact. is introduced instead of a point contact bet-

ween two teeth in mesh with each other; i.e., the tooth surface of
one member of a crossed helical gear set is slightly finish cut by a
tool of a form virtually identical with the other.

(2) In ord r to optimize the parameters, which control the load
capadty of the gear set, a higher angle like 30 is used for the pressure
angle.

A crossed helical gear set is experimentally designed and finished
on the basis of the principle. Performances of the set and a correspon-
ding ordinary one are examined. The load carrying capacity of the
improved set is several times that of the ordinary one.
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Coordinate Systems (fig. 1)
01-XIYlzl - Stationary with respect to the earth. Zl axis

coinciding with the axis of the unmodified gear.
01-Xl'Yl'Zl' - Stationary with respect to the unmodified gear,

Zl' axis coinciding with Zl axis.
02~x2Y2z2 - Stationary with respect to the earth, Z2 axis

coinciding with the axis of the unmodified gear.
02~X2Y2.'Z2' - Stationary with respect to the modified gear,

Z2' axis coinciding with Z2 axis.

Introduction
Crossed helical gear sets are used to 'transmit power and

motion between non-intersecting and non-parallel axes. Both
of the gears that mesh with each other are involute helical
gears, and a point contact is made between them. They can
stand a smaU change in the center distance and the shaft angle
without any impairment .in the accuracy of transmitting mo-
tion. Also, shifting axially either member of the set makes
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Fig. 1- Coordinate systems



no difference in meshing action, so they are the easiest of all
gears to use.

The load carrying capacity of crossed helical gear sets is
quite small, and their teeth surfaces tend to be easily worn
out. These limitations result from the fact that they have a
point contact and a higher sliding velocity. A low pressure
angle and deep teeth are preferred for a higher contact ratio
and a larger load capacity.

Crossed helical gear sets such as those driving an oil pump
in an automobile engine are called cam shaft gears. One of
the helical gears, integral with a cam shaft of the engine,
drives the other on the oil pump shalt. Generally, the ratio
of the gear set is equal to or nearly equal to one. Recently,
there has been a tendency to increase the power of engines,
making the cam shalt gears transmit a larger load. This
report, explicitly concerning cam shaft gears, introduces a
new method of kinematic consideration to improve the load
capacity of skew gears.

Principle
The principle of the new method is as follows:
(l) The tooth surface of one of the gears of a mating crossed

helical gear set is slightly finish cut by a tool of a form vir-
tually identical with that of the other. Namely, one tooth sur-
face is modified so that it becomes an envelope of the other.
This makes an original point contact change into a line con-
tact, which is a characteristic of worm gear sets.

The entire tooth surface does not need to be finish cut. The
line contact and a. higher load capacity are realized even if
a part of the surface is modified, In this report, the gear set
thus finished is called the modified gear set, and a conven-
tional non-medihed one is named the ordinary gear set. The
modified member of the modified gear set is called the
modified gear and the other, the unmodified gear.

(2) The pressure angle of a modified setis determined to
optimize the parameters which control the load capacity.
These are the relative radii of curvature, the relative sliding
direction and the extent of the contact area.

The center distance, number of teeth and shalt angle of
3. modified set are made the same as those of an ordinary
one. The pitch circle diameters, helix angles and modules of
the modified and ordinary sets are not necessarily the same.
Taking assembly or installation into account, the outside
diameters of the modiHedset are made similar to those of
the ordinary one.

(3) The gear tooth to be modified is rough cut by a con-
ventional hobbin~ machine with an involute gear hob. Modi-
fying cut of the tooth is the same as hobbing of a worm wheel
by a worm. hob, but it is difficult to make the rotation ratio
of the hob and work table identical in an ordinary hobbing
machine, so a special setup for modifying-cut is provided.
The unmodified gear is a helical gear which is not easily cut
bya hobbing machine. Although both of the mating gears
can be modified, only 'the driven gear mounted on the oil
pump shaft is modifed in this report.

Ki.nematic Analysis of Modified Gears
1. Center Distance A

The center distance A and number of teeth Zl and Z2 of

the modified set are identical with those of the ordinary set.

A - m, ( Zl + Z2 )
2 cos {j cos (90D

- m (1)

2. Unmodified Tooth Surface (Involute Helicoid)
The unmodified tooth has an involute helicoid surface.

Using parameters shown in Fig. 2, the surface is expressed
as follows:

(
Xl') (rb (cos 8 + u sin 8))

fl' = y< = rb (sin 8 - u cos 8)
Zl -q.v

where, q=rb/tan {j is called the reduced pitch and
8 ... u+v+~.

(2)

3. Surface Normal to Unmodified Tooth
The unit surface normal to the unmodified tooth surface is

Ill' = (~::) = (~~::~s~~sOe) (3)n, . -sm{jb

4. Contact Condition of Modified Gear Set
At a point of contact, the following vector equation is

satisfied.

(4)

where "1 is the normal to the tooth surface and w is the
relative sliding velocity expressed in 0rXlYtZl system. The
vector iN is derived by using Equation (2).

From Equation (41), the contact condition of the modified
gear set is expressed as follows:

cos H + (u-IJ cot2tlb) sin H +Azr, -cot{jb ...0 (5)

where H= U+V+l1+tb.

Design of Multiple Fly Cutteil'
1. Multiple Fly Cutter

The following difficulties appear when modifying gears by
a hobbing machine:
(1) The gear ratio one requires the work 'table to rotate at

very high speed.
(2) A multiple-threaded hob of a high lead angle, expensive

and almost impossible to finish precisely, is needed.
Therefore, a special multiple fly cutter similar to a pinion cut-

YI'

Fig. :1- Parameters for involute
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tel' and an expedluental setup to modify the gears are
provided.
2. Cuttina Bdpa

The ideal tdp of the cutter 11 idemical with the intersec-
tion betwIm the cutting face and the umnodified gear sur-
face. The ideallide flank, which hat the profile conforming
to the form of the ideal edge, Is usually difflcuJt to finish
precIIe:ly, 10 the actual side flank is finiIhed to be an involute
surface approximatins the ideal fIInk. Then the actual cut-
tqed&e is the intenf!ction between the actual side flank thus
finirhed and the face.
3. Cutting Face

A. shown in Fig. 3, the normal fiE' to the face is

(

-sin,), )
li{ - COl 'Y • sin ti

- COl ')' • Cos ti
(6)

At a point fl on the face, the following vector
equation is satisfied:

(7)

4. Involute Side Flank
The Rank Is finished to be an involute helicoid in contact

with the ideal side flank at the pitch cylinder. Then the flank
is expraaed by Equation (2) inwhich foJJowins reduced pitch,
'Ie, is substituted for q:

CIc-l),1tan (ti-~t) (PI in Fig. 4)

or (8)
(PI in Fig. 4)

where 4iJ1 and 4iJ1 are the clearance angles of the flanks.
" in Fig. 2, which defines the position of the involute

helicoid, is

or (9)
.,,-a/l),+inPat (for PI)

where CIt is the transverse pressure angle of the involute side
flank. Then the flank may be written

(
Xc') (I), (cos fJ + u· sin 8»)

fe' - Yc: - l'b (sin (J - u • cos (J)
Zc b-Qcov

(10)

S. Point on Cutting Edge
At a point on the edge; i.e., the intersection between the

involute side flank and the cutting &Ice, the following vector
equation is utWled.

(11)

SimilariIy, at a point on the ideal edpi Le., the intersection
between the ideal inYo)ute tooth surface and the face, the
fo1Jowins Is 18l:isfied.

(12)

6. Profile Error of Cutting Edge
It is neceuary to examine the difference.between the ideal

edge by Equation (U) and the actual one by Equation (11).
These resulta differ, depending on the uae of the ideal flank
or the involute flank. Fig. 5 shows the profiles of thne two
swfaces in a plane perpendicular to their axes. In this figure,
~ is the circumferential difference between two surfaces and
~ is the normal difference.

4,,-~os all (13)

If 4" is not small enough, the involute side flank must be
finished so that ita measured profile error coincides with the
a" curve.
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Fi.II:'3 - Multiple fly cutler

Fig. 4 - Points on cutting edge P! and PI

Fig. ;; - Diffe~ence between side flanks



Ordinary gearsal

TABLE 1 Dimensions of Gearsets

Modified 'gearset

IDriver Driven

50.0°

46.672

Unmodified Modified
Center distance mm

30.0°

42.917 42.917

Normal pressure angle' 14.5"

Normal module ,2.5 2.41

He'lix angle 55.13°

Number of teeth 12 (LJ-I.) 12 (L.H.)

Pitch circle diameter mrn

L~ne of contact

-:)---- .2'

Fig. 6 - Lines of contact

)(2' mm
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Fig. 7 - Radii of relative curvature

40.0°

39.162 50.585 35.249

1. Dimensi011S
Table 1 shows the ditII:tMIaN of the ordMry

crossed helical par
2. Lines of COl\tKt

Fis. 6 shows the .... ~!DJltI1Ct
face. When the IIN-g_
dinary set (a.-1605
shown by the dotIecIlilif4ll.
unmodified .... __ A.tllCNilU

cue of cq_30°, 1'ht.-_ ....
face. The contact ..
a.,-14.5°.

Fis. '1 shows the racIi nrIatiw curwtuIe
a.- 30 are larpr thin thoe of a"-14.5 .
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SECONDS* I'NTERNAL-EXTERNAL
SPUR & HELICAL GEARS
ro .20 INCHES DI'AMETER'
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Fig. 8-Angles between lines of contact and relative sliding direction
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Ag. 9- Inspection 'curve for cutter Ag. U - Modifying-cul setup

fig. 8 shows the angles between a line of contact and the
dinction of the relative sliding velocity. The angles of
~-JOO are also larger than those of a,,-14.S". From these,
a hiah pn!IIIUI'e angle a,,-30° is determined.
3. Pro8J.e Error of Cutting Edge

PIg. 9 shows the a. curves of the involute side flanks of
the multiple fly cutter designed to agree with the designed
modified gear let. The side flank dearance angles ~1 and
6A are 3.50• Errors of 13 ,un occur at the tip and root if the
side flanks are finished to the correct involute; therefore, they
are Bnished with the profile errors shown in Fig. 9.

Manufacture
1. Hob and Multiple Fly Cutter

Fig. 10 shows a hob and a multiple fly cutter provided for
a modified gear set. The unmodified gear is finish cut by the
hob. The modiAed one is rough cut by the hob and then finish
cut by the multiple fly cutter. The number of threads and
the helix angle of the cutter coincide with that of the un-
modified gear.
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Fig, 10 - Hob and multiple fly cutter

1 I MOdlhe<l gear. 2: M"lt1plo fly cuttor

) I iM.I.:lter qeal'&'. .. r ...,.il. '50 iI: Mi.
t. ! Spur' geali .• , 7: Chl,u:k. B = ".,.".1nql

Ag. n - Schematic ,of modifying-tl.!t setup

2. Gear Modifying Setup
Fig. 11 shows an experimental setup to modify a gear. The

axis (4), on which the multiple fly cutter (2) is mounted, is
supported at one end by a slide bearins. The other end of
the axis is clamped by a chuck on a machine tool spindle so
that the axis and the cutter are driven axially and rotation-
ally by the spindle. A gear set (3) is the rrwter gear of this
system. It converts the axial and rotational mowment of the
cutter into the rotation of the axes (5) coupled to each other
by a spur gear set (6). At the end of the axis (5), the modified
gear (1) is chucked.

Both of the gear ratios of the gear sets (3) and (6) are one.
The lead of the master gear mounted on the cutter axis is
equal to that of the cutter; i.e., the unmodified gear.
Therefore, when the cutter moves axially and rotationally
to modify the gear, the relative movement between the cut-
ter and the modified gear coincides with that between the
unmodified gear and the modified gear, thus realizing the cor-
rect generating motion.
3. Finish Cut

Fig. 12 shows the setup in operation. The modified and



Fig. 13- Tooth bearing check Fig. '15- Modified g_ar after 15 hours run.

Fig. 14 - Schematic of performance test

unmodified ... are made from SCM22 (Chromium
Molybdenum Steel) and carburized to a hardness greater than
HRC55.

The tooth burtna ischecked as shown inFig. 13. At white
parts of the modified par (upper gear). the contact between
the par teeth has occurred. and at black parts, no contact
has occumd. 1he surface is partly whitened because only
its central area It modified by finish cut.

Performance Test
1. Test Setup

Fig. 14 shows the setup for a running test. Similar to a cam
shaft par IIf!l inan automobiJe engine, the pump driving per-
formance of the modified IIf!l is tested. The load is adjusted
by changing the outlet pn!IISUft of the pump. The speed of
the gear rotation is fixed at 1650 rpm. The over-ball diameter
of the modified par is measured at regular intervals. and the
deae.ue of the diameter is seen to represent the tooth wear.
2. Results

Fig. 15 shows the tooth swiace of the modified gear after
15 houn run at 1.471 MPa outlet pressure. The unevenness
of the surface by finish cutting is clearly obtraved.

As. 16 shows the decrease of the over-baD diameter by the
running test. After a 30 hours run, the wear of the modified
gear set stops even if the highest outlet prasure; i.e., the
lUshest load, is applied. The ~ is still apparent after
200 hours run.

(continued on "",. 48)

;RynnJ,ng tl.me h

Fie· 16-Wear of modified and ordinary gearsets
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IMPROVEMENT .mNLOAD CAPACITY ...
(continued fr.om page 39)

The ordinary gear sets of the same material and hardness
are also tested. The wear of the sets is several. times that of
the modified one, and after 200 hours run, the wear still ad-
vances, When 'the highest load is applied, the advance of wear
is too rapid to measure the over-ball diameter ..

Conclusion
A new method to improve load capacity of crossed helical

gear sets is introduced. The method is based on kinematic
consideration of skew gears. Results of a running test show
that the wear of the improved gear set is far less than that
of the ordinary crossed helical gear set. The method is WOf-

thy of further practical development.

a.b.h
Nomenclature

parameters for expressing the cutting edge
position
center distance
normal module
a unit normal vector to 1'1'

a. unit normal vector to cutting face 'N
outside radius of a cutter
base circle radius of an involute
vector representing an involute helicoid
vector representing an involute side flank
angular parameters For expressing an involute
normal pressure angle
helix angle
rake angle
parameter For expressing an involute
rotation angle of an unmodified gear
difference between two side Hanks

A
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nIt
n.f
ra
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'fl'
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GEAR MANUfACTURING METHODS ..
(continued from page 45)

External helical. gears can also be produced by pot
broaching. (See Fig ..17) Thed-ln ..0.0., lit-in. wide cast iron
helical gear has eighty-seven, 24-DP 22 D_HA teeth.

The gears are produced on a special lead-bar-equipped ver-
tical press bya solid HSS pot broachingtool in 15-sec. floor-
to-floor time. Total toolli.fe is 1,250,000 pieces.

Forming Teeth in Solid Blanks
Forming of fine-pitch gear teeth from the solid with gear

rolling dies before rol1-finishing isa process method that

48 Gear Techno'iogy
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Fig. 17 - A solid HHS pot broaching tool that produces external helical cast
iron running gears.

shows considerable promise. It is currently in the develop-
ment stage.

High energy rate forging machines use high-pressure gas
to drive a forming punch or die at speeds .of up to 1,100-in.
per second, Gears produced by this process are said to be
10 to S()..times stronger than those made by conventional forg-
ing and tooth-cutting methods.

To produce a blank with integrally-formed teeth, a raw
billet is put in a blocker die to convert it into a preform. Then
the preform is put into a finish die and is HERF-forged into
a gear in a single blow ..The gear is then trimmed to remove
flash. Dies are 63Rc high-nickel. high-chrome, hardened steel.

Tooth grinding or rotary-sha.ving operationsare performed
after the forged blanks are machined. A typical HERF pro-
cess makes 'thirty SAE 9310 gas turbine engine spur gears per
hour. The gears have 10-DP, 25°-PA teeth ona 4%-in. pitch
diameter. HERF forging tolerances for the gears are plus or
minus O'.OO5-in.with stock left for finish-shaving.
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